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Introduction



A feedback vertex set (FVS) is a subset of vertices in a graph, whose deletion from the graph makes the resulting graph acyclic. In other words, each cycle in the graph is required to have at least one vertex from the FVS. The minimum-weight feedback vertex set problem is defined as follows. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and nonnegative weights wv for the vertices v ∈ V , find a minimum-weight set of vertices F that meets every cycle of G; alternatively, find a minimum-weight F such that G[V − F ] is acyclic, where G[S] denotes the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set S. The minimum feedback vertex set problem has long been known to be NP-hard even restricted to a planar graph[2,3,6,8] . Hence researchers have attempted to find approximation algorithms for the problem. An α-approximation algorithm for the FVS problem runs in polynomial time and finds an FVS whose weight is no more than α times the weight of an optimal FVS. The value α is sometimes called the performance guarantee of the algorithm. Until now, the best performance guarantee for the FVS problem in general graphs is 2. Two slightly different 2-approximation algorithms were given by Bafna, Berman and Fujito[2] and Becker and Geiger[4] ; also see [6] for an overview. In order to study wavelength conversion in optical networks based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), Kleinberg and Kumar[10] developed the first polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the minimum cardinality feedback vertex set problem in undirected planar graphs. Maybe there exist exact polynomial time algorithms of the problem for some special graphs. For example, Li and Liu[11] provided a polynomial algorithm for the cardinality FVS problem in 3-regular simple graphs. Many problems can be solved in polynomial time in “series-parallel Manuscript received November 19, 2002. Revised June 28, 2004. Supported by the National Science Foundation of China (No.10271065, 60373025).
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graphs” by tree-decomposition[1] . The main contribution of this paper is to discard the treedecomposition and provide a new linear time exact algorithm for the minimum-weight FVS problem restricted to “series-parallel graphs” by some “contraction operations”, which contract the graph while preserving all important properties and information relevant to the problem. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries including notation. In section 3, we present a linear time algorithm for the minimum-weight FVS problem restricted to “2-connected” series-parallel graphs. In section 4, we present a linear time algorithm for the problem in general series-parallel graphs based on our results in section 3.



2



Preliminaries



In this paper we consider only finite simple graphs G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E; that is, there are no self-loops or multiple edges. A homeomorph of K4 (a complete graph on four vertices) is a graph obtained from K4 when its edges are subdivided into paths by inserting new vertices of degree two. A graph is called series-parallel if it contains no homeomorph of K4 as a subgraph. We know that a graph is a planar graph if and only if it does not contain a homeomorph of K5 (a complete graph on five vertices) or K3,3 (a complete bipartite on two sets of three vertices). Therefore series-parallel graphs are special planar graphs. And since any n-vertex planar graph with n ≥ 3 contains no more than 3n−6 edges[5] , we get O(|V |) = O(|E|) for any series-parallel graph G = (V, E). A graph is 2-edge-connected if the deletion of a single edge does not disconnect the graph. A graph is 2-connected if the deletion of a single vertex does not disconnect the graph. We can first run a linear (with respect to O(|V | + |E|) = O(|V |) algorithm[9] to decompose the input graph into its 2-edge-connected components, then work with each 2-edge-connected component separately, since the edges that are cut edges cannot be on any cycle. Therefore we can assume that the graph under consideration is a 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph. Below we can further simplify the graph class under consideration by a “contraction” process. Given a 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph G, define a vertex v to be a straight vertex if its degree in G is equal to 2. Analogously, define a branching vertex to be a vertex whose degree in G is greater than 2. Connected series-parallel graphs have the following property[7] . Theorem 1. If G = (V, E) is a connected series-parallel graph with |V | ≥ 3, then G contains at least one straight vertex. Let v be a straight vertex with two neighbors v  and v  in a given 2-edge-connected seriesparallel graph G. If wv ≥ min{wv , wv }, then there is such an optimal FVS that does not contain the vertex v. A 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph is contracted if there is no straight vertex v with two neighbors v  and v  such that wv ≥ min{wv , wv }. If a 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph G is not contracted, we can use the following algorithm to contract G. Algorithm Contraction 1. Input a 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph G = (V, E). 2. Select a straight vertex v. Let vertices v  and v  be its If (v , v ) ∈ E and  two neighbors.   wv ≥ min{wv , wv }, then V ← V − {v} and E ← E − {(v, v ), (v, v  )} ∪ (v  , v  ) . Else label v visited. 3. Repeat Step 2 until all straight vertices are visited and there is no vertex to be removed. Output G = (V, E). In the Algorithm Contraction, a vertex may be visited more than once if we always selected a vertex in Step 2 randomly. However, the algorithm may run in linear time by depth-first search.
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Moreover, if G is a cycle, then the optimal FVS is straightforward by selecting the vertex with the minimum weight. Therefore, in this paper we need only to consider the minimum-weight FVS problem with respect to a contracted 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph which is not a cycle. We say that a vertex of a path P is an internal vertex if it is not one of the two endpoints. We use w(F ) to denote the weight of a given vertex set F . Other notation and terminology not defined here can be found in [5]. We first consider the problem restricted to a contracted 2-connected series-parallel graph in the next section.



3



Feedback Vertex Sets in 2-connected Series-parallel Graphs



We assume that G is a contracted 2-connected series-parallel graph and is not a cycle itself. Clearly, G have at least two branching vertices. Since G contains no homeomorph of K4 , we have Theorem 2. Let u and v be two branching vertices of a series-parallel graph G. If there are r ≥ 3 internal-vertex-disjoint paths between u and v, denoted by P1 , · · · , Pr , then for each pair i = j, any path connecting an internal vertex of Pi to an internal vertex of Pj has to pass through either u or v. Given a subgraph G1 of G, we say that G1 is a subgraph separated by pair u, v from G if there are exactly two vertices u and v in G1 adjacent to vertices not in G1 . We define four feedback vertex sets of G1 as follows: u,v



(or FuG1 );



u,v



(or FvG1 );



1. a minimum-weight FVS in the case of containing u but no v, denoted by Fu 2. a minimum-weight FVS in the case of containing v but no u, denoted by Fv



u,v



3. a minimum-weight FVS in the case of containing both u and v, denoted by Fuv G1 Fuv );



u,v



4. a minimum-weight FVS in the case of containing neither u nor v, denoted by Fo FoG1 ).



(or (or



Since all the cases whether an optimal FVS of G1 contains either u or v are memorized in the four feedback sets defined above, there must exist one of the four feedback vertex sets which can be extended into an optimal FVS of G. Thus we call the four feedback vertex sets of G1 as candidate sets associated with pair u, v of G1 . We use Fuv to denote the collection of the four candidate sets of G1 . If we have obtained the four candidate sets of G1 , then we can “contract” G by deleting G1 excluding the two vertices u and v from G. As shown in Figure 1 (a), let G1 and G2 be two subgraphs separated by pair u, v and pair u, w from G, respectively, and G1 ∪ G2 separated by pair v, w from G. Suppose we have obtained two collections of candidate sets u,v Fuv = {Fuu,v , Fvu,v , Fuv , Fou,v }



of G1 and



u,w Fuw = {Fuu,w , Fwu,w , Fuw , Fou,w }



of G2 . We optionally select a candidate set from Fuv and a candidate set from Fuw and combine them to form a new set. If we compare all of such possible combinations, then we obtain four sets: v,w



1. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fv {Fvu,v



∪



Fuu,w ,



Fvu,v



∪



Fou,w ,



, in u,v u,v Fuv ∪ Fuu,w , Fuv ∪ Fou,w };
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, in {Fu



v,w



, in {Fv



v,w



, in {Fu



2. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fw u,w u,v u,w ∪ Fuw }; Fuw , Fo



3. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fvw u,w u,v u,w , Fuv ∪ Fuw }; Fw 4. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fo u,w u,v u,w Fu , Fo ∪ Fo }. v,w



v,w



v,w



u,v



∪ Fw



u,w



, Fo



u,v



∪ Fw



u,v



∪ Fu



u,v



∪ Fw



u,w



, Fv



u,w



, Fu



u,w



, Fu



u,v



∪ Fuw



u,v



∪ Fo



u,v



∪



u,w



, Fuv



u,v



∪



u,w



, Fo



u,v



∪



v,w



, Fw , Fvw , Fo } is a collection of candidate sets associated with pair Clearly, {Fv v, w of G1 ∪ G2 , denoted by Fvw . The structure as shown in Figure 1 (a) is called a series structure.



Figure 1. (a) G1 and G2 share exactly one vertex u; (b) G and G share exactly two vertices v  and v  .



As shown in Figure 1 (b), let G and G (the two shaded parts represent G and G , respectively.) be separated by pair v  , v   from G respectively. Clearly, G ∪ G is also separated by pair v  , v   from G. Suppose that we have obtained a collection of candidate sets associated      with pair v  , v  , denoted by FvG v = {FvG , FvG , FvG v , FoG }, of G and a collection of candi     date sets associated with pair v  , v  , denoted by FvG v = {FvG , FvG , FvG v , FoG }, of G . If  we compare all of the possible unions of a candidate set from FvG v and a candidate set from  FvG v , then we can get v  ,v  



, in {FvG ∪ FvG , FvG ∪ FoG , FoG ∪ FvG };



v  ,v  



, in {FvG ∪ FvG , FvG ∪ FoG , FoG ∪ FvG };



1. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fv



2. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fv



v  ,v  



3. a set of minimum weight, denoted by Fv v    FvG v , FvG v ∪ FvG v }. v  ,v  



v  ,v  



v  ,v  















































































, in {FvG ∪FvG , FvG ∪FvG v , FvG ∪FvG , FvG ∪



Clearly, Fv , Fv and Fv v are candidate sets associated with pair u, v of   G ∪ G . Notice that the union of FoG and FoG may not be the candidate set, denoted by v  ,v   , containing neither v  nor v  of G ∪ G . If there are two paths, whose vertices do not Fo   lie in FoG or FoG , joining v  and v  in G and G respectively, then the two paths enclose a  cycle of G1 ∪ G2 . We define an FVS FoG of G to be a secondary candidate set associated with pair v  , v   if it is an optimal FVS in the case of containing neither v  nor v  and breaking all paths between v  and v  of G . It is easy to see that there exists no secondary candidate set  FoG associated with pair v  , v   of G if and only if there is an edge (v  , v  ) joining v  and v  in  G . We denote FoG to be a secondary candidate set associated with pair v  , v   of G . Since
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 the graphs under consideration are simple, there exists at least one set among FoG and FoG .     v  ,v   = FoG ∪ FoG . If there is no FoG , then we can set If there is no FoG , then we can set Fo           v ,v  v ,v  = FoG ∪ FoG . Else let Fo be the minimum-weight set in {FoG ∪ FoG , FoG ∪ FoG }. Fo The structure as shown in Figure 1 (b) is called a parallel structure. It is clear to see that each edge (u, v) with its two ends is a subgraph separated by pair u, v from G. Therefore, for each subgraph composed of a single edge (u, v), there is no secondary candidate set and we can obtained four candidate sets associated with pair u, v as follows: 



Fuu,v = {u},



Fvu,v = {v},



u,v Fuv = {u, v},



Fou,v = ∅.



By Theorem 1, we know that a 2-edge-connected graph must contain straight vertices. So we can begin from a straight vertex to seek feedback vertices and solve the problem recursively. Let G be the current graph. Pick a straight vertex u with its two neighbors v and w. Suppose u,v Fuv = {Fuu,v , Fvu,v , Fuv , Fou,v }



and



u,w Fuw = {Fuu,w , Fwu,w , Fuw , Fou,w }



are two collections of candidate sets associated with pair u, v and pair u, w, respectively. Now we are going to compute a collection of candidate sets, denoted by v,w Fvw = {Fvv,w , Fwv,w , Fvw , Fov,w }, v,w , associated with pair v, w. Two cases arise: and a secondary candidate set, denoted by Fo



Case 1. There exists no edge joining v and w in G. The two edges (u, v) and (u, w) form a series structure, so we can use Fuv and Fuw to compute a collection of candidate sets Fvw associated with pair v, w of the subgraph consisting of the two edges (u, v) and (u, w). Then we delete u, (u, v) and (u, w) from G and use a new edge (v, w) to join v and w. Redefine G as the resulting graph. Observation 1. Let G = (V, E) be a 2-connected series-parallel graph and u a straight vertex with two neighbors v and w. Suppose there is no edge joining v and w. If we redefine G by setting V = V − {u} and E = (E − {(u, v), (u, w)}) ∪ {(v, w)}, then the resulting graph G is still a 2-connected series-parallel graph. The new edge (v, w) joining v and w is called an imaginary edge of the resulting graph G. So we can regard Fvw as the collection of candidate sets of the imaginary edge (v, w). Since there is no edge joining v and w before redefining G, we have to compute a secondary v,w , associated with pair v, w of the subgraph consisting of candidate set, denoted by Fo v,w u,v u,w u,v is a set of minimum weight in {Fu ∪ Fu , Fu ∪ (u, v) and (u, w). We know that Fo u,w u,v u,w u,v u,w v,w v,w v,w , Fo ∪ Fu , Fo ∪ Fo }. If Fo contains u, then we can set Fo = Fo . Fo v,w u,v u,w = Fo ∪ Fo . In this case, we select a set of minimum weight, denoted Otherwise, Fo u,v u,w u,v u,w u,v u,w ∪ Fu , Fu ∪ Fo , Fo ∪ Fu }. Clearly, F  contains the vertex u. by F  , in {Fu Notice that possibly either (u, v) or (u, w) is an imaginary edge.
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u,v (a) If (u, v) is an imaginary edge and (u, w) is not an imaginary edge, then set F  = Fo ∪ u,w u,v  , where Fo is a secondary candidate set associated with pair u, v. Fo



(b) If (u, w) is an imaginary edge and (u, v) is not an imaginary edge, then set F  = Fo u,v u,w , where Fo is a secondary candidate set associated with pair u, w. Fo



u,w



∪



(c) If both (u, v) and (u, w) are imaginary edges, then set F  as a minimum-weight set of u,v u,w  u,w u,v ∪ Fo , Fo ∪ Fo }. {Fo Therefore we can compare F  and F  and select the minimum-weight set as the secondary v,w of the subgraph consisting of the two edges (u, v) and (u, w). As a result, candidate set Fo v,w can be regarded as (u, v) and (u, w) were contracted into an imaginary edge (v, w) and Fo a secondary candidate set of the imaginary edge (v, w). Case 2. There exists an edge (v, w) joining v and w in G. The three edges (u, v), (u, w) and (v, w) construct a triangle uvw. For convenience, we use  Fvw to denote the collection of candidate sets associated with pair v, w of the edge (v, w). Similar to Case 1, we can compute a secondary candidate set, denoted by Fo , and a collection  of candidate sets, denoted by Fvw , associated with pair v, w of the subgraph consisting of (u, v) and (u, w). Clearly the subgraph composed of the single edge (v, w) and the subgraph   consisting of edges (u, v) and (u, w) form a parallel structure. So we can use Fvw and Fvw to v,w v,w v,w , Fw and Fvw of the triangle uvw. Two subcases compute the three candidate sets Fv arise: Subcase 2.1. The edge (v, w) is not an imaginary edge.  The union of Fo and the candidate set containing neither v nor w in Fvw is equal to v,w of the triangle uvw. Since (v, w) is not an imaginary edge, there is the candidate set Fo no secondary candidate set associated with pair v, w of the triangle uvw. Redefine G by deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w). As a result, we obtained a revised collection of candidate sets v,w v,w v,w v,w Fvw = {Fv , Fw , Fvw , Fo } associated with pair v, w of the edge (v, w). Subcase 2.2. The edge (v, w) is an imaginary edge. For convenience Fo to denote the secondary candidate set associated with pair v, w of  is the edge (v, w). The union of Fo and the candidate set containing neither v nor w in Fvw  denoted by F1 , and the union of Fo and the candidate set containing neither v nor w in Fvw v,w is denoted by F2 . Clearly the candidate set Fo of Fvw is equal to the minimum-weight set v,w associated with pair v, w of {F1 , F2 }. We can also set the secondary candidate set Fo     of the triangle uvw as Fo ∪ Fo . Redefine G by deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w). As a result, v,w and a revised collection of candidate sets we obtained a revised secondary candidate set Fo v,w v,w v,w v,w , Fw , Fvw , Fo } associated with pair v, w of the imaginary edge (v, w). Fvw = {Fv Similar to Observation 1, we have then following observation: Observation 2. Let G = (V, E) be a 2-connected series-parallel graph and u a straight vertex with two neighbors v and w. Suppose there is an edge (v, w) joining v and w. If we redefine G by setting V = V − {u}, and E = E − {(u, v), (u, w)}, then the resulting graph G is either a 2-connected series-parallel graph or a single edge (v, w).
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We can again select a straight vertex from the residual graph G and repeat the procedure until the current G is an edge exactly. We can obtain an optimal FVS finally because the optimal solutions for all cases was kept in memory at each iterative step. The main algorithm for 2-connected series-parallel graphs is designed as follows. Algorithm I 1. Input a contracted 2-connected series-parallel graph G. For each edge (u, v), set u,v Fuv ={Fuu,v , Fvu,v , Fuv , Fou,v }



={{u}, {v}, {u, v}, ∅}. 2. Select a straight vertex u with two neighbors v and w. If there is no edge joining v and v,w w, then compute a secondary candidate set Fo and a collection of candidate sets Fvw associated with pair v, w, as shown in Case 1. Redefine G by joining v and w with an edge (v, w) and deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w). Label (v, w) imaginary. Else go to Step 3. 3. As shown in Case 2, revise the collection of candidate sets Fvw associated with v, w. If v,w associated the edge (v, w) is an imaginary edge, revise the secondary candidate set Fo with pair v, w. Else there is no secondary candidate set associated with pair v, w. Redefine G by deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w), and then go to Step 4. 4. If G is a single edge, then output a minimum-weight set from Fvw . Else go to Step 2. The main loop of Algorithm I is to find or revise a secondary candidate set and four candidate sets associated with pair v, w and to delete an straight vertex from the current graph. Since the complexity of computing four candidate sets and a secondary candidate set of each pair is constant, the complexity of Algorithm I is linear.



4



Feedback vertex sets in general series-parallel graphs



Now we consider feedback vertex sets in general series-parallel graphs. Let G be a contracted 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph. A black of a graph is a maximal connected subgraph that has no cut vertices. Since we only consider 2-edge-connected series-parallel graphs in this paper, every block of G is 2-connected. We can find all blocks and cut vertices of G by a spanning tree T . Corresponding to each e ∈ T there is a unique cycle in T + e. If such two cycles have at least two common vertices, then they are in an identical block. Therefore we can find all blocks and cut vertices of G in O(|V | + |E|)(= O(|V |)) time[5] . If G is a block itself, we can use Algorithm I to find an optimal FVS of G. Else, there are at least two blocks that each contain exactly one cut vertex[5] . So we assume that G contains at least two blocks. Given a block B containing exactly one cut vertex u ˆ of G, we define two feedback vertex sets: (i) an optimal FVS of B in the case of containing the cut vertex u ˆ, denoted by FuˆB ; (ii) an optimal FVS of B in the case of containing no u ˆ, denoted by FoB . It is obvious to see that either of the two feedback vertex sets can be extended into an optimum FVS of G. We call the two feedback vertex sets of B as candidate sets associated with u ˆ of B, and use FuˆB to denote the collection of the two candidate sets of B. i.e., FuˆB = {FuˆB , FoB }. We can revise Algorithm I slightly to compute a collection candidate sets associated with u ˆ of B. Notice that the cut vertex u ˆ must be a branching vertex all the time and the procedure
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terminates when the residual graph B is a single edge. The algorithm for finding a collection of candidate sets associated with u ˆ of B is given below. Algorithm II 1. Input a block B containing exactly one cut vertex u ˆ. 2. Select a straight vertex u with two neighbors v and w, where u = u ˆ. If there is no v,w edge joining v and w, then compute a secondary candidate set Fo and a collection of candidate sets Fvw associated with pair v, w. Redefine B by joining v and w with an edge (v, w) and deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w). Label (v, w) imaginary. Else go to Step 3. 3. Revise the collection of candidate sets Fvw associated with v, w. Revise the secondary v,w associated with pair v, w if the edge (v, w) is an imaginary edge. candidate set Fo Redefine B by deleting u, (u, v) and (u, w), and then go to Step 4. 4. If B is a single edge (v, w), u ˆ must be an end of the edge. Then compare the four elements of Fvw and output a minimum-weight set FuˆB containing u ˆ and a minimum-weight set FoB containing no u ˆ. Else go to Step 2. Pick a block containing exactly one cut vertex, say u, of G. Possibly there are more than one block containing the unique cut vertex u. Let B1 , B2 , . . . , Bl be these blocks each of which contains the unique cut vertex u. For each Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, applying Algorithm II, we can compute a collection of candidate sets FuBi = {FuBi , FoBi }. Let B = B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bl . We can define two candidate sets of B as follows: 1. an optimal FVS of B in the case of containing u, denoted by FuB ; 2. an optimal FVS of B in the case of containing no u, denoted by FoB . We use Fu to denote the collection of the two candidate sets of B. Since B1 , B2 , · · · , Bl only share the vertex u with one another, we can set FoB = FoB1 ∪ FoB2 ∪ · · · ∪ FoBl . For each FuBi , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, we compare the two candidate sets of FuBi . If w(FuBi ) ≤ w(FoBi ), then we set l Bi l Bi F Bi = FuBi . Else F Bi = FoBi . Clearly, if F contains u, then we can set FuB = F . i=1 i=1  FoBk ), 1 ≤ i ≤ l, to find a minimum-weight set which can be set Else, compare each FuBi ∪ ( k=i



as FuB . If we have obtained Fu for the cut vertex u, then we only retain u and delete the other vertices and all edges of B from G. If the residual graph is not a single vertex, then we can observe that u is shared with at least two edges of a block in the residual graph. Suppose u,v u,v u,v u,v that (u, v) is an edge incident on u in a block B  . If Fuv = {Fu , Fv , Fuv , Fo }= {{u}, {v}, {u, v}, ∅}, then we modify the collection of candidate sets associated with pair u, v as follows:   u,v Fuv = Fuu,v , Fvu,v , Fuv , Fou,v   u,v = FuB ∪ Fuu,v , FoB ∪ Fvu,v , FuB ∪ Fuv , FoB ∪ Fou,v . Then we label (u, v) changed. Therefore we can “add” the collection of candidate sets Fu of B to an edge that has not been labelled changed in a block of the residual graph. We can first label all edges unchanged. If the collection of candidate sets of an edge has been modified, we label the edge changed. We now again consider all blocks such that each contains a unique cut vertex in the residual graph. We repeat the procedure until the residual graph is a single vertex. Below we give the main algorithm.
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Algorithm III 1. Input a contracted 2-edge-connected series-parallel graph G. Redefine G as the graph after running Algorithm Contraction. Find all blocks and cut vertices of G. Label each edge unchanged. For each edge (v, w), set v,w Fvw ={Fvv,w , Fwv,w , Fvw , Fov,w }



={{v}, {w}, {v, w}, ∅}. 2. If G is a block, invoke Algorithm I to output an optimal FVS of G. Else go to Step 3. 3. Pick blocks containing exactly one cut vertex u. Let B1 , B2 , . . . , Bl be all of the blocks l Bi . Invoke Algorithm II to each of which contains the unique cut vertex v. Set B = i=1



compute the collection of candidate sets FuBi = {FuBi , FoBi } for each Bi , i = 1, 2, . . . , l. Then compute the collection of candidate sets Fu = {FuB , FoB } of B. 4. Delete all edges and all vertices of B except u from G. Redefine G as the residual graph. Select an unchanged edge (u, v) incident on u from a block of the residual graph (notice that there exists such an edge) and modify the candidate sets of (u, v) as follows: Fuu,v ← FuB ∪ Fuu,v , Fvu,v ← FoB ∪ Fvu,v , u,v u,v Fuv ← FuB ∪ Fuv ,



Fou,v ← FoB ∪ Fou,v . Then label (u, v) changed and return to Step 2. Since we can find all blocks’ candidate sets in O(|V |) time and the complexity of constructing all blocks is O(|V |), the complexity of Algorithm III is linear.



5



Conclusion



In this paper, we present a linear time algorithm to solve the FVS problem for series-parallel graphs. We expect that the “contraction” technique used in this paper can be generalized to other problems and graphs that can be contracted into some structures recursively. References [1] Arnborg, S., Lagergren, J., Seese, D. Easy problem for tree-decomposable graphs, Journal of Algorithms, 12(2): 308–340 (1991) [2] Bafna, V., Berman, P., Fujito, T. Constant ratio approximation of the weighted feedback vertex set problem for undirected graphs. ISAAC’95 Algorthms and Computations, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1004: 142–151 (1995) [3] Bar-Yehuda, R., Geiger, D., Naor, J., Roth, R. Approximation algorithms for the feedback vertex set problem with applications to constraint satisfaction and bayesian inference, SIAM Journal on Computing, 27(4): 942–959 (1998) [4] Becker, A., Geiger, D. Optimization of pearl’s method of conditioning and greedy-like approximation algorithms for the vertex feedback set problem, Artificial Intelligence, 83: 167–188 (1996) [5] Bondy, J.A., Murty, U.S.R. Graph theory with applications. The Macmillan Press, London, 1976 [6] Chudak, F., Goemans, M., Hochbaum, D., Williamson, D. A Primal-dual interpretation of two 2-approximation algorithms for the feedback vertex set problem in undirected graphs, Operations Research Letters, 22: 111– 118 (1998)
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